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ABSTRACT
This research conducts a cost-benefit analysis of the 
implementation of lean logistics to the repair of aircraft 
structural components at the Air Force Material Command's (AFMC) 
Warner Robins Air Logistics Center (WR-ALC). A literature review 
identifies new business practices in the automotive industry, 
collectively 'termed "lean production," that were translated by 
the RAND Corporation into a modified Air Force logistics system-- 
the "lean logistics" model.
Theoretical costs and benefits from the lean logistics model 
are translated into empirical costs and benefits associated with 
aircraft structural repair. The cost-benefit analysis results 
clearly demonstrate that express distribution costs for the 
sizable aircraft structural components significantly contribute 
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I. INTRODUCTION AND PURPOSE
General Issue
The United States Armed Forces is a complex institution and 
termed a "public good" because each individual public citizen 
potentially shares equally in the benefits of military 
protection. A majority of the public may neither understand nor 
have heard about the economic term "public good"; however, they 
do understand that a sizable portion of their federal taxes pays 
for the military. Furthermore, with the help of the media, 
taxpayers often question whether Congress is spending their tax 
dollars wisely, especially on expensive equipment and weapon 
systems. Taxpayers hold Congress and the military accountable 
for ensuring they obtain the greatest military value for their 
share of the costs. One way of determining value is through the 
use of a cost-benefit analysis.
Background
Lessons Learned From Lean Production 
As a complex institution utilizing complex and expensive 
equipment and weapon systems, the military can learn lessons from 
other institutions and their business practices. Some 
institutions are undergoing very beneficial change, either 
because they are open for change or because they are forced to 
change by external factors. Budget constraints are an external
factor causing the military, specifically the Air Force, to adopt 
these lessons and business practices from private institutions.
One such institution is the US automobile industry, which, 
due to competitive pressures introduced by the Japanese auto 
industry, made changes in its own business practices. However, 
mere competition did not suffice and raise the US to the level of 
the Japanese auto industry; rather, the industry has had to 
revolutionize--shift its paradigm, forego non-value added 
activity, and become a lean institution and business.
Likewise, the Air Force is seriously shifting its paradigm 
on how it logistically supports and budgets for its expensive 
weapons systems by applying lean techniques learned from the auto 
industry. These lean techniques are not just mimicking or a 
simple desire on the part of the Air Force to change as the auto 
industry has; rather, the Air Force has poured much time and 
effort, which equate to significant taxpayer funds, into 
establishing a leaner way of doing business called "lean 
logistics." The term "lean logistics" is directly derived from 
the auto industry's concept of "lean production."
Fortunately, the Air Force that has learned to handle very 
well. Since the end of the cold war, the Air Force has 
contributed to the "peace dividend" by cutting twenty-five 
percent of its troops. A changing military threat and the 
Persian Gulf War ("Desert Storm") forced the Air Force to plan 
strategically for smaller regional conflicts instead of a war 
between the US and the former Soviet Union. Specifically, Desert
Storm required logistics support that changed rapidly to meet
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unpredictable needs of the war fighters (Pyles and Cohen,
1993:1). A study by the RAND Corporation concluded that the Air 
Force and the military in general cannot handle these increased 
uncertainties, downsizing, and cost reductions with simple 
tradeoffs (i.e., cut $10 billion and close bases) (Pyles and 
Cohen, 1993:2). Rather, since traditional approaches will not 
suffice, new improvements are needed to cause a true 
transformation in the business practices of the military. Lean 
production changes in the auto industry share many of the goals 
and benefits that the Air Force logistics system is pursuing: 
"flexibility to respond quickly to unanticipated demands (both in 
quantity and in quality), and ability to meet small-scale, 
specialized demands efficiently (including those from the most 
modern to the oldest technologies in the world), and the ability 
to reduce costs substantially" (Pyles and Cohen, 1993:2).
Therefore, it is possible for the Air Force to gain 
substantial benefits from lean production principles and create a 
"lean logistics."
Lean Logistics Defined
What is lean logistics? The two-star general officer and 
commander of one of the Air Force's repair centers in Warner 
Robins, Georgia, the Warner Robins Air Logistics Center ("WR- 
ALC"), defines lean logistics in terms of another institution, 
the retail department store that has recently undergone 
tremendous changes via new business practices: "When you walk
into any retail store, what is it you want? You want a quality
product at a good price, and you want it on the shelf ... Is our 
customer, the war fighter, any different? ... it's all about 
quality products in the right place, at the right time, and at a 
good price" (Robins AFB, 1995). A more formal definition of lean 
logistics identifies it as a customer-driven logistics support 
system, which is continuously improving the way it provides 
products and services needed by war fighters, when and where they 
want them, in the most cost-effective manner (Robins AFB, 1995) .
The key to lean logistics is speed because lean logistics 
replaces large inventories of parts by completing its processes 
more rapidly. Traditional logistics attempted to meet its 
customer's needs with multiple inventories at the war fighter's 
base, at the intermediate logistics shop, and especially at the 
air logistics centers (also called "depots"). However, this 
system of inventories is too expensive in a time of decreasing 
budgets. The rapidity that can replace inventories comes by 
using express transportation and repairing the needed part much 
faster and more efficiently at the depot. The faster we repair 
and move the parts, the less inventory is needed. For example, 
speeding up the logistics system enough to eliminate the need for 
a $200,000 part can save the Air Force and the taxpayer $200,000. 
Unfortunately, inventories already on hand are sunk costs, so the 
Air Force is focusing on the rapidity and efficiency of logistics 
support and repair at the depots. Can the necessary savings be 
realized just by changing the depot's business practices? This 
thesis and cost-benefit analysis will examine that question.
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Purpose and Limitations
The purpose of this study is twofold. Primarily, it 
conducts a cost-benefit analysis on the implementation of lean 
logistics to aircraft structural repair at the Warner Robins Air 
Logistics Center (WR-ALC). Secondly, since lean logistics is 
relatively new business practice to the Air Force that will 
basically redefine its entire logistics system for peacetime and 
wartime operations, this study will examine the lessons learned 
from private industry, the need for lean logistics, and the 
resulting costs and benefits from implementing lean logistics.
This cost-benefit analysis of lean logistics at the WR-ALC 
only concentrates on the [Structural] Repair Branch of the 
Technology and Industrial Support directorate (WR-ALC/TI) and 
represents approximately thirty present of the depot repair items 
adopting lean logistics in 1996. The remaining percentage is 
repaired by the Avionics Directorate and the Electronic Warfare 
Directorate. (Directorates report directly to the WR-ALC 
Commander). The analysis does not address portions of the entire 
logistics system that are outside the control and the budget of 
the depot; rather, it concentrates only on the costs and benefits 
for structural repair at the WR-ALC depot. Furthermore, this 
cost-benefit analysis is representative of peacetime operations.
" Surge1 or accelerated logistics experienced during wartime 




Professor John Krafcik at the Massachusetts Institute of 
Technology (MIT) coined the term "lean production" (Womack, Jones 
and Roos, 1990:13). His colleagues (Womack, Jones and 
Roos)contributed to the definition of lean production by 
comparing "craft" and "mass" production with lean production. 
Craft production is costly and inefficient because items are 
individually "crafted" one at a time by highly skilled craftsmen 
who pay attention to detail, quality and craftsmanship first, 
efficiency and output second. A good example is furniture that 
is often hand-crafted to the point of being a piece of art that a 
craftsman produces in limited numbers. There is also furniture 
that is mass produced at a factory. Mass production can produce 
relatively inexpensive items designed by skilled professionals 
and engineers that are fabricated "en-mass" with relatively 
unskilled laborers and beneficial economies of scale (Womack, 
Jones and Roos, 1990:13).
Womack, Jones and Roos contrast these two definitions with 
lean production. They assert that lean production uses the 
advantages of both craft and mass production but without the high 
cost of craft production, without the formal production rules, 
and without the material and overhead burden (large factories, 
too much material, and many laborers). "Lean producers employ
teams of multiskilled workers at all levels of the organization 
and use highly flexible and increasingly automated machines to 
produce volumes of products in enormous variety" (Womack, Jones 
and Roos, 1990:13). The authors go on to state how lean 
production is more interesting to workers because it challenges 
them and utilizes their talents more, particularly via the 
teaming concept.
The Foundations of Lean Production
Lean production originated when Eiji Toyoda, a young 
Japanese engineer, toured and studied Ford's plants for part of 
the year in 1950, took copious notes, and eventually concluded 
that he could improve upon Ford's mass production process 
(Womack, Jones and Roos, 1990:22). After returning to Japan, 
Toyoda teamed up with an industrial production genius named 
Taiichi Ohno. Incidentally, Eiji Toyoda originated Toyota 
Motors, Inc.; however, the name "Toyota" was the name chosen from 
a company name contest.
Toyoda diverted from mass production early, not only as a 
result of improvements he knew he could make, but also in 
response to several realities of the Japanese society of his day. 
On the one hand, the Government was imp1ementing both 
restrictions that kept out American producers and new labor laws 
that encouraged Toyota to form teams and invest in his workforce 
for the long run. On the other hand, despite the low demand, 
Japanese consumers needed a variety of autos, which forced Toyota
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to become more flexible. A further constraint was the absence of 
modern technology, which necessitated lean inventories.
Lean production stimulated the workforce to concern itself 
with quality. Quality, combined with a commitment to lifetime 
employment and teaming arrangements, created a dynamic and 
interesting job for workers whose ideas made a difference. Due 
to the close inventory "tolerances" in Toyoda's original lean 
production line, overlooked problems meant disaster. However, 
the teams and quality conscious employees became highly skilled; 
lean production grew and eventually succeeded to become the 
standard (Womack, Jones and Roos, 1990:53).
Ford assigned each worker only one or two respective tasks 
and did not challenge its workforce. Ford did maintain a large 
group of extra utility workers to use where needed and to cover 
holes in the assembly line; however, this was unfortunately 
wasteful. Furthermore, production output alone drove management 
who had little concern with quality since a large rework area 
corrected any quality deficiencies. Japanese workers fixed poor 
quality immediately by stopping the production line with a cord 
installed just above each production line worker. This concept 
slowed the production line at first with numerous quality 
problems, but soon the problems decreased to nearly zero and 
quality began to increase (Womack, Jones and Roos, 1990:56-57) .
Similarly, Japanese auto parts suppliers became intimately 
involved with the auto design process and paved the way for a 
beneficial and open exchange of design information. Their 
contracts were not based on a "low bidder" system (often meaning
low quality); rather, Japanese suppliers developed long-term 
commitments with producers, even to the point of sharing 
employees. This arrangement with suppliers enhanced quality and 
initiated one of the most recognized and vital aspects of lean 
production: just-in-time (JIT) inventory.
JIT meant that only hours' worth of inventory was on hand at 
any one time in a Toyota factory as compared to days or perhaps 
weeks of inventory at most US plants. JIT inventory eliminated 
the costs of maintaining a large inventory. Again, Toyota 
initially had very little capital to devote to large inventories. 
It also took Toyota over 20 years to perfect JIT and lean 
production (Womack, Jones and Roos, 1990:62).
Although US auto producers always valued their customer, 
Japanese lean producers appeared to value them more. First,
Toyota's attention to detail and quality as a result of lean 
production efforts drew recognition from customers because their 
autos were extremely reliable. Second, Toyota established a 
system of distributorships where customers ordered their vehicles 
by viewing only one floor model in a low-pressure sales 
environment. This contrasts with high-pressure sales tactics of 
US dealers who often push vehicles that producers forced them to 
accept. These undesirable autos build up inventory expenses on 
the dealer’s lot.
Importance of Lean Production
Why is lean production important not only to the Air Force, 
but also to the rest of the world? Lean production is being
passed or "infused" from the Japanese lean producers to others 
around the globe. Many of these producers are similar to that 
visited by Womack, Jones and Roos in Framingham, MA. This auto 
plant displayed the following mass production symptoms: many
non-value added workers (inventory runners, trouble shooters, 
etc.), excess inventory everywhere, large rework areas full of 
defective cars, some workers working extremely hard but not 
keeping pace with others having too much idle time--all with very 
little enthusiasm (Womack, Jones and Roos, 1990:76). On the 
other hand, the authors found a lean midwest auto plant where all 
workers added significant value to the car, where only small 
inventories or parts buffers existed, and where the workforce 
exhibited high morale. Furthermore, the authors visited a fully 
lean Japanese auto plant with twice the production rate, one- 
third the defect rate, and a forty percent increase in the 
efficiency rate (Womack, Jones and Roos, 1990:80-82).
Because of these and many more benefits, Womack, Jones and 
Roos call lean production a revolution. However, they clarify 
that being a Japanese producer does not equate to lean 
production. Many Ford plants today are as lean as the average 
Japanese plant, and some Japanese plants are not lean at all.
Although one tenet of lean production is the use of very 
efficient machines and manpower, the authors warn that just 
acquiring high-tech machinery is not an end in itself and does 
not constitute lean production in itself. Rather, they state,
"lean organization must come before high-tech process automation
if a company is to gain the full benefit" (Womack, Jones and
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Roos, 1990:94). Manufacturability is very important to the lean 
producer and contributes to production efficiency. Bottom line:
"The truly lean plant has two key organizational features: It
transfers the maximum number of tasks and responsibilities to 
those workers actually adding value ... and it has in place a 
system for detecting defects that quickly traces every problem, 
once discovered, to its ultimate cause" (Womack, Jones and Roos, 
1990:99) .
Furthermore, in lean plants, teamwork is paramount, and each 
worker learns a variety of skills. Contrast this with a typical 
mass production plant where management often keeps key 
information to themselves in order to maintain power. Just 
forming quality teams or quality circles may provide a facade of 
leanness and teamwork but will not make a difference until 
management values the workers, their teams, and the good ideas 
they contribute. Many of the workers in the largest US auto 
manufacturer do not trust their management's decisions on how to 
implement lean production--this puts a serious roadblock in the 
road to lean production.
Many reject lean production and lean logistics as just 
passing programs used by management to force the work force to 
trim process time. Womack, Jones and Roos may agree that 
leanness removes slack in the system; however, they feel the 
"mind numbing" and disorganized stress on the worker is far 
greater under mass production. They actually claim that lean 
production produces a "creative tension" that is beneficial to
workers and keeps the worker from lulling into decreased
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productivity. Mass production often emphasizes rules rather than 
process improvement, leaving workers frustrated as they try to 
assemble "unmanufacturable" items (Womack, Jones and Roos, 
1990:103) .
Parts suppliers are a key element of lean production. Henry 
Ford originally envisioned and even attempted to produce every 
auto part on his autos in-house but found the task nearly 
impossible. Mass producers usually take an "arm's length" 
approach to buying parts externally via bargaining power and low 
bidders. This failed due to either low quality or vendors' under 
bidding others only to significantly raise prices on prior buys 
once they obtain a contract with the producer. This system has 
become a "no win" situation since suppliers were arbitrarily 
discarded at any time. This has created a very untrustworthy 
relationship on both sides and left little room for constructive 
communication between the two. The low bidder system only 
succeeded in keeping vendor profits fairly low (Womack, Jones and 
Roos, 1990:145).
Lean producers created a very beneficial and open supply 
system based on mutual benefits instead of mutual suspicions. 
First, the producer and vendor together closely analyze costs and 
work backwards to obtain performance and profit for an 
appropriate price (Womack, Jones and Roos, 1990 :148) . With 
continuous improvements constantly pursued, both understand the 
item price will fall and make adjustments accordingly. Next, the 
lean producer has the vendor deliver in regular and small batches
called "production smoothing" that allows greater efficiencies to
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occur, assuring a steady flow of business. Producers and vendors 
have close relationships and agreements that do not discard the 
vendor when production drops drastically low. The producer gives 
advance notice immediately to the supplier if he sees production 
declining so the supplier can conserve resources and costs.
The lean production system is a "fragile" system that can 
fail with the slightest sign of quality problems. However, with 
continuous improvement and a trained workforce that immediately 
catches quality problems, almost no quality disasters occur. To 
the contrary, mass producers often tolerate poor quality by 
relying on large inventories and buffers so that they can 
basically discard the inferior part or return it for credit. 
Unfortunately, these poor quality tactics are costly.
Mass producers can do better by requiring their vendors to 
track quality via statistical process control (SPC) and many have 
done so. Just-in-time concepts are also being implemented but 
often only for the purpose of shifting inventory cost burdens on 
suppliers rather than creating a finely tuned lean system 
(Womack, Jones and Roos, 1990:160). Again, like shop floor 
workers, vendors are also exposed to a "mind numbing" tension 
rather than the creative tension that lean production can 
produce.
The Air Force Logistics System 
In order to truly understand lean logistics and account for 
the costs and benefits of implementing it, we must step back and
examine the entire Air Force logistics system. Two students at
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the Air Force Institute of Technology constructed a model of the 
logistics system in their thesis A Conceptual Model of the Air 
Force Logistics Pipeline. Bond and Ruth succeeded in modeling an 
extremely complex logistics system in one document. The 
following is a brief overview of the logistics system relative to 
lean logistics (Bond and Ruth, 1989:168).
The traditional Air Force logistics system consists of five 
subsystems:
1) The base logistics subsystem
2) The distribution logistics subsystem
3) The depot logistics subsystem
4) The acquisition subsystem
5) The disposal subsystem
Only subsystems one through three above are discussed, since 
points four and five are basically one-time actions, whereas the 









































The Base Logistics Subsystem 
The base logistics subsystem is the customer of the entire 
logistics system. Whether lean production or lean logistics, 
satisfaction of the customer is the ultimate objective. Direct 
satisfaction of this customer affects the war fighting capability 
of the unit and base.
The key to the base logistics subsystem is "recoverable item 
management" through which components that aircraft maintenance 
crews cannot repair at that base are deposited to (or "recovered" 
by) the base supply system. The components are then delivered to 
managers at the depots who provide depot repair. If the base 
supply system does not have a spare in stock, it requisitions or 
orders another (Bond and Ruth, 1989:29). On-hand spares, whose 
numbers are calculated in advance, are warehoused for normal 
operation along with special "war readiness spares" and are 
stored for war fighting purposes. Although these reparable 
components and spares have relatively low demand rates, there are 
inventories of approximately $30 billion Air Force-wide to 
support the front line war fighting flying operations (Bond and 
Ruth, 1989:26). This $30 billion group of inventories is the 
direct target of lean logistics.
The base supply function conceptually represents half of the 
base logistics subsystem. The other half is the maintenance 
function. As we briefly discussed, maintenance crews turn in the 
"broken" recoverable items and order new ones. Furthermore, they
have the arduous task of maintaining and ensuring sufficient
16
numbers of functional aircraft for the pilots and their 
commanders to perform their missions that ultimately support the 
defense posture of the US. The link between the base and the 
depots, called the distribution logistics subsystem, directly 
affects this "mission capability." The timeliness of this system 
determines how many expensive spare parts must be stored in the 
inventories.
Another target of lean logistics is a repair function that 
occurs at the bases called intermediate maintenance. Lean 
logistics, specifically the two level maintenance concept, moves 
most of this capability back to the depots to save manpower and 
money.
The Distribution Logistics Subsystem
The distribution logistics subsystem is self-explanatory, 
although by no means simple or unimportant. Because this 
subsystem operates over air, land, and sea routes via military 
and contract channels by an intricate system of priorities and 
regulations, the best method of describing this complex subsystem 
is via its descriptive name--the distribution logistics 
subsystem. This subsystem is the third target of lean logistics- 
-not to eliminate it completely, but to bypass its long queues in 
favor of commercial express-type distribution. Express 
distribution is for the critical recoverable items repaired at 
the depots and needed by the base maintenance crews.
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The Depot Logistics Subsystem 
Arostequi and Larvick, from the AF Institute of Technology, 
provide an excellent overview of the depot logistics subsystem in 
their thesis, Demonstrating the Effects of Shop Flow Process 
Variability on the Air Force Depot Level Reparable Item Pipeline, 
At the time of Arostequi's and Larvick's thesis, the mindset 
of the day was that the depot logistics subsystem represented 
"the most economic (cheaper to repair than buy), the most 
expedient (quicker to repair than buy), and the most responsive 
(adapts more quickly to changing requirements) source for filling 
peacetime and wartime material support requirements" (Arostequi 
and Larvick, 1992:3).
The depot logistics subsystem begins with its interface to 
the distribution logistics subsystem. Based on the Kettner and 
Wheatly thesis, the depot logistics subsystem is further 
dissected into 6 segments: base processing, in-transit to depot,
Supply-to-maintenance, Shop Flow, Serviceable Turn In, and Order 
and Ship time (Hill and Walker, 1994:119-123). This actually 
leaves us with four segments, since the first two segments are 
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Once the distribution subsystem delivers the broken aircraft 
component from the base to the depot, a supply function at the 
depot accounts for the component then transfers it off to the 
proper maintenance/repair shop. At the repair shop, the true 
mission of the depot logistics subsystem occurs by applying 
manpower and material to the component, requiring repair. Repair 
managers and supervisors, material managers of multiple 
components (usually tied to one specific aircraft), and 
planners/schedulers come together and orchestrate the depot 
repair that the shop mechanic accomplishes. A repair manual 
and/or work control documents step the mechanic through the 
procedures necessary for returning the aircraft component to a 
serviceable condition. Otherwise, the broken component is 
condemned and discarded. Multiple mechanics and technicians 
often perform the following repair work on a component: remove 
paint from the component surface with environmentally friendly 
processes, non-destructively inspect (NDI) the component for 
specific location of damage, composite repair and/or "lay-up" 
work for components utilizing composite repair procedures and 
finally re-painting the repaired item. The manpower and material 
applied to repair the component are strictly accounted for and 
entered into a management information system (MIS), which tracks 
and calculates a multitude of depot transactions. Specifically, 
this depot MIS, called the Recoverable Consumption Item 
Requirements System, is given the common designation "D041." The 
depot accounting system discussed later in the chapter goes into 
detail on tracking and computing manpower and material costs.
The D041 depot MIS is very powerful because it calculates 
how many components are in the entire logistics system, including 
the individual bases, and how many components need to be repaired 
to fill the logistics system "pipeline" and ensure the base 
logistics subsystems do not run out of good or serviceable 
components (Arostequi and Larvick, 1992:13). Basically, it 
tracks the $30 billion in assets in the entire logistics systems 
at any one time.
Furthermore, Arostequi and Larvick discuss inherent problems 
with the logistics system pipeline and the D041 MIS that are the 
fourth target of lean logistics: the pipeline is holding more
parts than expected and is less reliable than expected. These 
unmet expectations translate into increased requirements for more 
assets/components to make the logistics system reliable for the 
bases and keep military readiness at required levels. "If the AF 
expects to function well in an environment that requires a 
responsive and economical logistics pipeline, improvements in the 
stability and predictability must be made" (Arostegui and 
Larvick, 1992:5).
Lean logistics targets the depot logistics system to 
alleviate and perhaps eliminate these problems pointed out by 
Arostequi and Larvick. Process improvement on the shop floor, 
equating to a reduced number of spare components needed in the 




Despite the tremendous success displayed during Desert Storm 
by the Air Force and the entire US military logistics system, 
there was one overlying problem: the support required to the 
deploy the US to Saudi Arabia was approximately sixty percent of 
the total military deployed. The Air Force and the military as a 
whole can neither afford the costs of deploying that many troops 
during the next war, nor will there be any guarantee of the 
luxury of having four months advanced logistics preparation.
The private sector helped the Air Force tackle this problem. 
During the war, the Air Force established a "Desert Express," 
very similar to Federal Express to get the most critical supplies 
and parts to those who needed them the most without having to 
wait for the normal distribution cycle. After the war, the Air 
Force carried this concept further by cutting out a middle layer 
of the logistics pipeline, called the intermediate layer, and 
testing what is called a two-level maintenance system where, in 
the case of Desert Storm, broken aircraft components are express 
delivered to the repair depot, repaired, and express delivered 
back. This eliminates the need to bring the intermediate repair 
capability to the war, thus cutting down on the logistics 
"footprint." However, one critical lesson learned from two-level 
maintenance is that the most crucial step is getting the item 
repaired in a timely manner at the depot logistics system.
This is where lean logistics helps save time and further 
reduces costs as well. Just as the auto industry applied lean
production and just-in-time to move autos out of the factory more
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expeditiously and more cost effectively, so has the Air Force 
applied lean logistics to repair aircraft more expeditiously and 
more cost effectively.
However, the Air Force did not just look at the successes in 
the private sector and immediately adopt them. A private think 
tank for the Department of Defense and the Air Force, the RAND 
Corporation, conducted a number of studies that concluded that 
both the two-level maintenance and lean production concepts would 
benefit the Air Force's logistics system and war fighting 
capabilities.
The RAND Corporation was one of the first to formally tie 
business practice successes in the auto industry, namely lean 
production, to needed logistics changes and reforms in the Air 
Force. In fact, Raymond A. Pyles and I.K. Cohen, in their early 
1993 paper "Using Emerging Business Practices to Meet New 
Logistics Challenges," coined the term "lean logistics." In 
their study, Pyles and Cohen make direct reference to Womack,
Jones and Roos and their lean production conclusions. Pyles and 
Cohen strongly recommended that the Air Force establish a lean 
logistics program.
Pyles and Cohen analyzed the challenges facing the Air Force 
logistics system per the outcome of the Cold War and military 
downsizing that translates into less use of weapon systems and 
subsequently a decreased demand on the logistics system. As a 
result, efficiencies of scale are likely to decrease while other 
costs increase due to defense contractors' leaving the market and
reduced competition (Pyles and Cohen, 1993:1) .
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Again, new global conflicts such as Desert Storm necessitate 
a rapidly adjusting and more responsive logistics system. Simple 
tradeoffs will not work--the logistics system requires a 
1 transformation" (Pyles and Cohen, 1993:2).
Pyles and Cohen acknowledge that some successes in the 
private sector cannot be directly applied to the military due to 
the obvious profit motive difference; however, they believe the 
transformations running through the auto industry involves 
similar challenges faced by the Air Force (Pyles and Cohen,
1993:2) .
Pyles and Cohen screened journals for innovative business 
practices and concluded that there exists five "main thrusts" 
that lean logistics should pursue: 1) give the customer (i.e.,
the war fighter) more control over the logistics system; 2) 
implement just-in-time distribution and repair; 3) re-examine the 
role and workload of private firms and increase competition; 4) 
look not only at "production" but at the entire life cycle of the 
weapon system (called Integrated Weapon System Management 
(IWSM)); 5) and ensure lean process improvement is pursued at all 
levels (Pyles and Cohen, 1993:3-7).
Pyles and another colleague, Timothy L . Ramey, took a closer 
look at just-in-time (JIT) benefits in a study "Would Just-in- 
Time Improve Logistics Responsiveness and Cost?" In the study, 
they see the current logistics system as a ripe target for JIT 
improvements, such as increasing responsiveness to the customer, 
reducing inventory, reducing non-value-added handling and
administrative costs and other lean production improvements.
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Pyles and Ramey see three main results of the use of JIT: 
robustness, simplicity and efficiency (Pyles and Ramey, 1992: 3-
4) .
Robustness was proven when a JIT system was applied to the 
F-16C fighter aircraft under a mission capability test 
(percentage of aircraft available for missions). Current 
logistics system rates fell to forty-five percent after thirty 
days while JIT applications maintained a seventy-five percent 
mission capable rate (Pyles and Ramey, 1993:3-5) . Pyles and 
Ramey also noted JIT successes by using an express distribution 
system during Desert Storm that helped maintain an eighty percent 
mission capable rate.
JIT can simplify the Air Force logistics system by directly 
exchanging broken aircraft components with the front line 
maintainers, by-passing several layers of handling by using 
commercial express distribution carriers such as Federal Express. 
This creates a direct one-for-one exchange, thus simplifying and 
eliminating some buffer inventories (Pyles and Ramey, 1992:3-5).
The above changes and their impact on increasing inventory 
efficiency can reduce costs by reducing or eliminating the need 
for replenishing or replacing worn out or condemned aircraft 
components.
Pyles and Ramey conclude, however, that JIT must be
applicable to the needs of all participants; it must be feasible 
and must create a payoff (that is, it must be cost beneficial). 
This thesis looks at the costs and benefits.
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A precursor, but extremely important segment, of lean 
logistics called’"two level maintenance" or abbreviated "2LM" was 
studied by RAND and tested on operational Air Force aircraft.
The 2LM concept simply eliminated a middle or third layer in the 
logistics system called intermediate maintenance. This is 
significant, since it feeds directly into the one-for-one and 
express delivery concepts in lean logistics. John B. Abell and
H.L. Shulman in their paper "Evaluations of Alternative 
Maintenance Structures" concluded that 2LM is more cost effective 
than traditional three level maintenance given timely and robust 
depot repair tied to customer availability goals (Abell and 
Shulman, 1992:5). Figure 3 portrays the results of the Air Force 
2LM program relative to the logistics system in Figure 1.
Therefore, facing budget reductions from Congress and the 
promise of potential benefits from lean logistics as recommended 
by RAND, senior Air Force leaders in the Spring of 1993 elected 
to pursue lean logistics and formed a team at the headquarters of 
Air Force Material Command (HQ AFMC) at Wright Patterson Air 
Force Base to implement lean logistics. HQ AFMC immediately 
formed a process team, identified problems and developed goals, 
organized process teams, and established mission statements in 
response to the problems identified. A key part of the team was 
the actual customer.
The lean logistics team then set out to define lean 
logistics for the Air Force and apply lean logistics to the 
following elements of the logistics system: distribution, repair,
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III. MODELS AMD METHODOLOGY
Introduction
This chapter first addresses cost-benefit analysis theory, 
the theoretical lean logistics model as developed by the Air 
Force Materiel Command (AFMC), and the associated theoretical 
costs and benefits of applying the lean logistics model. Second, 
the theoretical model is developed into an empirical lean 
logistics model as specifically applied to the structural repair 
of aircraft components at the Warner Robins Air Logistics Center 
(WR-ALC). The empirical model will list the measured costs and 
benefits that are being analyzed. Finally, this chapter will 
address the cost-benefit analysis methodology used to obtain 
results from the empirical model.
Cost-benefit Analysis Theory 
Since their decisions affect tremendous amounts of 
resources, government officials can use cost-benefit analysis to 
ensure that their decisions are what is best for the fiscal well­
being of the nation. (Anderson, 1977 :1) . Anderson compares cost- 
benefit analysis to a profitability analysis in the private 
sector: "the former [cost-benefit analysis] attempts to determine
whether social benefits of a proposed public sector activity 
outweigh the social costs. Whereas the latter [profitability 
analysis] attempts to determine whether the private benefits of a
proposed private sector investment outweigh the private costs"
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(Anderson, 1977:1). Although the logistics commanders in AFMC 
are not out to make a profit, they certainly must not operate at 
a loss.
Authors Sudgen and Williams discuss the responsibility of 
public officials' to a "social objective." Public officials or 
"decision makers" are responsible for making decisions on behalf 
of society, and their "social objective" is to carry out their 
task in a responsible way that is satisfactory to the public 
(Anderson, 1977:1). Analyzing the costs and benefits of their 
work is called the "decision-making approach."
Sudgen and Williams continue by discussing one specific 
decision making approach--the Pareto improvement criterion. The 
Pareto Criterion states that one should conduct a project if at 
least one individual benefits and no one becomes worse off. "The 
fundamental value judgment on which the Paretian approach to 
cost-benefit analysis rests is that, other things being equal, an 
increase in economic efficiency is a good thing." (Sugden and 
Williams, 1978:91).
Unfortunately, the Pareto criterion is almost impossible to 
apply by decision makers, since there are usually net winners and 
net losers--any net losers would negate the Pareto Criterion. 
Fortunately, cost-benefit analysis is based on the less stringent 
Hicks-Kaldor criterion wherein there can be losers, but the net 
beneficiaries must be able to compensate those whose costs exceed 
benefits and still show a net benefit to society.
Thus, the he decision maker maximizes the social value of 
the service he provides. In the case of the commander and staff
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of WR-ALC, their decisions should benefit society by providing a 
better national defense.
This brings us to a key element of the cost-benefit analysis 
that Anderson describes as the "accounting stance." The 
accounting stance basically describes the limitation of the cost- 
benefit analysis for the nation as a whole, a city, a state, or, 
in the case of this thesis, WR-ALC. The reason for this 
limitation is to place necessary boundaries on the scope of cost- 
benefit analysis. Therefore, the accounting stance of the WR-ALC 
and its commander is defensive in nature and specifically covers 
the depot logistics support of military weapon systems.
Likewise, the accounting stance or scope of this cost-benefit 
analysis is limited to depot logistics support.
Furthermore, social costs are not the primary concern of the 
WR-ALC commander and staff; rather, their primary concern is to 
ensure that the Air Force bases conducting operations on a daily 
basis get the logistics support they need to handle any conflict 
that may arise. .However, second to this primary responsibility,
the commander and his staff have an equal challenge to maintain 
fiscal responsibi1ity and make wise business decisions.
Anderson rephrases this concept: "[cost-benefit] analysis is
a tool for determining whether projects or programs are 
economically efficient, that is, whether they generate social 
benefits in excess of social costs without regard to the 
distribution of those benefits and costs (Anderson, 1977:13) . " 
Thus, the obvious objective of a cost-benefit analysis is
weighing costs and benefits against each other. Successful
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projects or programs generate a net benefit, and unsuccessful 
projects generate a net cost. However, what is not so obvious is 
correctly identifying these costs and benefits, which ones are 
measurable, and which actually impact society and the nation. 
Anderson points out that a cost-benefit analysis is not measuring 
a return or profit on a particular project; rather, it measures 
economic efficiency.
Theoretical Model
Theoretical lean Logistics Model 
The overall Air Force logistics system is depicted in 
Figure 1. Unfortunately, this system accumulated too much costly 
inventory ($3OB worth) and became too slow and inefficient. 
Combining the distribution subsystem with the base and depot 
subsystems on either end, the entire system becomes extremely 
long and slow taking up to 90 days to distribute an item to a 
customer. The lean logistics team formed at HQ AFMC immediately 
went to work to analyze this system/process in light of HQ USAF 
and RAND Corporation recommendations. The team had to break the 
large logistics system into smaller segments, similar to those 
described in Chapter II, implement lean logistics tenants to the 
segments, and test the segments (HQ AFMC/LG-LL, 1993) .
The original team - consisting of headquarters Air Force, 
AFMC, and the major "war fighting" command senior officers and 
managers - met to established the following objectives for the 
new lean logistics program:
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1. The customer (war fighter) should control the
logistics process 
2 . Lean production principles should be used
3. "Door-to-door" distribution should be conducted
4. Inventories should be regionalized
5. Competition should be managed
6. JIT management should be implemented
7. Funding should be decentralized
Furthermore, based on the RAND Corporation recommendations, 
the baseline model for Air Force lean logistics implementation is 
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This model corresponds directly with the seven objectives 
formulated by the original lean logistics team. First, it puts 
the customer in control via demand rates--when an aircraft 
component requires repair, the customer turns it in and is 
immediately issued another. This in turn signals the depot 
logistics subsystem to repair that very component instead of 
unnecessarily repairing batches of components to maintain a 
specified production efficiency. Additionally, the repair is a 
door-to-door logistics system by using express commercial 
distribution systems directly between the base flight line 
maintenance crews and the depot. This door-to-door logistics 
system eliminates layers of additional handling at the bases, in 
the distribution subsystem, and at the depot.
Once the team redesigned and improved the logistics system 
based on the seven objectives above, the team described the 
following outcomes which should occur (HQ AFMC/LG-LL, 1993):
1. Personnel and costs should be reduced
2 . A simpler more robust logistics system should be
achieved
3 . Lower inventories should be attained
4 . Improved support to maintenance crews should be
provided
5. Improved aircraft mission capabilities should be
attained
As a cost-benefit analysis, this thesis certainly discusses 
reductions and increases in costs. It will also discuss a
simpler, more robust logistics system, leaner inventories and
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improved support to the bases. However, the thesis will only 
minimally address improved mission capabilities, since the focus 
is on the depot logistics subsystem.
The key to the new lean logistics system is the 
establishment of one lean central inventory to replace the 
multiple expensive inventories that act as buffers under the 
current logistics system. The establishment of this central 
inventory along with the reduced distribution pipeline allows the 
bases to keep an absolute minimum (usually one) of each component 
on hand. The central inventory acts as an alarm. When the base 
turns in a failed component and uses their remaining spare, the 
central inventory immediately issues the base another. The 
central inventory alarm also triggers the depot to expect a 
failed component and to begin planning for it. Once the failed 
component arrives, it can be repaired immediately. After repair, 
the component is delivered to the central inventory, restoring it 
to its proper level.
Following extensive planning, AFMC tested lean logistics 
with promising results: one logistics center shop reduced repair 
time from ten to six days and met the customer's demand with only 
half of the normal repairs. Another logistics center reduced the 
distribution time to the bases from fifty-four to just nine days. 
Another logistics center increased their responsiveness to the 
customer from sixty-two percent to ninety-four percent in just 
three months. WR-ALC was able to operate with only half of its 
radar shop inventory (i.e., it set aside a $56,000 portion of
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inventory) during a recent lean logistics test (HQ AFMC/LG-LL, 
1995) .
Lean logistics also benefited from successful tests of 
the two-level maintenance (2LM) concept. These tests showed that 
distribution times from the depot to the bases and vice versa 
could be reduced from twenty-four days to under three days (HQ 
AFMC/LG-LL, 1995).
For the purposes of this cost-benefit analysis, the lean 
logistics model described above is further segmented to show the 
responsibilities of a typical depot logistics subsystem--the 
structural repair performed at WR-ALC. Actually, WR-ALC has 
multiple depot logistics subsystems. WR-ALC manages, overhauls 
and modifies fighter, cargo and all Air Force helicopter 
aircraft. WR-ALC also manages, overhauls and modifies munitions- 
type and "black box"-type avionics and electronic warfare 
systems. However, to best portray and simplify the costs and 
benefits of applying lean logistics at an ALC and specifically on 
a logistics subsystem/product, only the structural repair depot 
logistics subsystem at WR-ALC is analyzed.
As stated earlier, the theoretical costs and benefits of the 
structural repair depot logistics subsystem must be identified.
Theoretical Costs 
Labor Costs
The potential exists for increases in labor costs due to 
initial overtime costs and inefficiencies (i.e., the learning
curve) brought on by converting to lean logistics. Again, due to
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the repair on demand principle, some components may require 
overtime to repair the component in the minimal required time. 
Furthermore, until a full transition to lean logistics occurs and 
work weeks and shifts align themselves with the repair on demand, 
some labor inefficiencies will occur. In the long run, labor 
costs should decrease due to repair on demand.
Material Costs
The potential exists for individual component material costs 
to increase. However, overall material costs should decrease 
because of the lean logistics repair on demand principle that 
replaces batch repairing that maintains repair economies of 
scale. Individual repair material costs could increase because 
repair-on-demand and issue effectiveness measures may force shops 
to pay a premium fee for materials they temporarily run out of. 
Distribution Costs
There will be an overall distribution cost due to the use of 
express distribution for lean logistics. For cost-benefit 
analysis purposes, only the cost increase over the original 
distribution cost is analyzed. Original distribution costs are 
excluded since they are incurred regardless of lean logistics.
New Equipment Costs
To improve performance under lean logistics, the 
manufacturing and repair branches made some very significant 
investments in new efficient machinery ($12,400,00 worth). Lean 
logistics provided an avenue for these investments to be paid for 
through increased efficiency.
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Lean Logistics Management Information Systems (MIS) Costs
Because lean logistics requires greater detail on individual 
repairs rather than overall pipeline repair rates, new MIS's are 
to be developed and purchased to accomplish the following: track
costs down to the shop level, track the new lean logistics 
central inventory levels including issue effectiveness rates and 
repair times to replenish the inventory, and a new software 
system to track just-in-time delivery of in-house manufactured 
parts to the repair line with the aid of a new software system. 
Training
Lean logistics and its repair-on-demand concept will require 
work crews to perform multiple tasks. This is called 
mutliskilling. Although a significant percentage of the 
workforce is already mutliskilled by virtue of working a number 
of components over their career, training will be required to 
ensure all mechanics are current on their training. Furthermore, 
the implementation of quality self-management teams will require 
at least two days of training per employee.
Initial Repair of Backorders
To implement lean logistics, all backorders on components 
requiring repair must be filled, meaning there will be an initial 
significant cost to transition to lean logistics and establish 
the central inventory. Because this cost is a rearrangement of 
prior existing costs, the shadow pricing principle prohibits 
including it as a realized cost.
Lean Logistics Staff
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Personnel at HQ USAF (the Pentagon) and HQ AFMC and a small 
staff at each depot represent a significant overall Air Force 
cost. Their cost must be divided between the five depots and 
further divided at WR-ALC to allocate a share to structural 
repair at WR-ALC.
Theoretical Benefits 
Improved Customer (War Fighter) Logistics Support
Improved logistics support to the war fighter is the primary 
objective of lean logistics. This leads directly to increased 
mission capability or "readiness" to respond to any conflict.
The most direct way to measure readiness at the depot is by issue 
effectiveness measurements, i.e., how often the central inventory 
has the part that the customer needs.
Decreased Inventories
As already discussed, lean logistics will reduce multiple 
inefficient inventories down to one central inventory with each 
base having one (two at most--depending on failure rates) spare 
to replace damaged components. Express distribution makes this 
possible.
Reduced Manpower
Lean production can reduce manpower to an absolutely 
necessary and efficient level as compared to mass production, 
which often uses its manpower inefficiently. Lean logistics will 
eventually improve the visibility of manpower efficiencies, 
allowing the re-direction of manpower to where it is needed. 
Process Improvements
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Continuous process improvements mandated by lean production 
and lean logistics will also motivate the workforce by using 
their good ideas. It will also directly reduce costs and 
increase efficiency, thus rendering budget savings.
Motivated Workforce
As Womack, Jones and Roos discovered, the mass production 
atmosphere can be very oppressive on the worker. Workers that 
learn only one job or a limited number of tasks tend to have low 
morale which is often reflected in poor quality and absenteeism. 
On the other hand, the creative tension and multiskilling in lean 
production is usually very beneficial to the workforce.
Potential Decreased Use of Distribution Aircraft
With the use of commercial express carriers, the use of 
military carriers may be reduced and save both operational and 
maintenance costs.
Newly Acquired Systems
There are benefits in applying lean logistics to newly 
acquired military weapon systems. In the past, new systems had 
to buy an initial set of spares based on the traditional 
logistics system. Now under lean logistics, the costs of buying 
large spares inventories can be avoided and a lean set of spares 
acquired instead.
Department of Defense (POD) Wide Implementation
Successful lean logistics may benefit the entire DOD, for the Air 
Force, the Army, and the Navy have logistics systems that can 
benefit, too. Much depends on the Air Force's success.
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Empirical Model
The WR-ALC Empirical Lean Logistics Model 
As stated in the theoretical model, this cost-benefit 
analysis is based on the structural repair depot logistics 
subsystem at WR-ALC. A description of the structural repair 
"shop/branch" is necessary, since there are multiple depot 
subsystems at WR-ALC *
The WR-ALC structural repair branch directs, manages and 
operates the industrial production operations that accomplish the 
depot level repair of F-15, C-141 and C-130 aircraft components. 
The branch utilizes the talents of skilled mechanics, 
supervisors, engineers and technicians to meet the needs of war 
fighting customers at operational bases. The branch also 
supports WR-ALC internal customers operating the aircraft 
overhaul process on the Programmed Depot Maintenance (PDM) 
production line--another depot subsystem that maintains and 
overhauls the entire aircraft. Specifically, the structural 
repair branch repairs, modifies, rebuilds, and manufactures 
aircraft flight control surfaces and components. These items 
require critical examination to determine the extent of repairs 
needed to restore the components to their original condition.
Figure 5 is a model of the structural repair process at WR- 
ALC as modified under lean logistics. The most prominent feature 
of the model is the establishment of a central inventory.
Another key feature is the parts manufacturing process. Although
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the parts manufacturing process is accomplished in another 
branch, it is vital and inseparable from the structural repair 
process and is therefore included. The parts manufacturing 
process applied lean production principles and invested in 
additional automated machinery to provide JIT delivery of its 
parts. Figure 6 depicts this. Additionally, because the 
structural repair process does not rely solely on the in-house 
parts manufacturing process, it must also rely on external 
vendors to supply many parts.
With the framework of the structural repair process in 
place, the theoretical costs and benefits of applying lean 
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Perhaps the most significant yet unique empirical cost is 
the cost for automated repair and manufacturing equipment to 
increase efficiency and enable progress toward lean production. 
The following is a list of this equipment, their specific costs 
and their function:
1) Automated Aircraft Rework System (AARS), $2,800,000. The 
AARS is a robotics machine that automatically removes the 
thousands of fasteners in an aircraft wing and drills new wing 
skin panels automatically from its computer memory. This is 
significant since no two wings were manufactured and drilled 
exactly alike.
2) Water Jet Sheet Metal Cutter, $1,000,000. Another 
robotics-type machine that automatically cuts aircraft parts out 
of aircraft grade sheet metal and eliminates the need for manual 
cutting.
3) Fluid Cell Sheet Metal Press, $8,500,000. This machine 
takes freshly cut aircraft parts and conforms them to the 
required contours and designs. It replaces standard press 
systems that conform parts one at a time--this machine can 
process multiple parts more efficiently.
As noted in Chapter II, RAND Corporation and the Air Force 
Logistics Management Agency highly recommended additional 
software tools to increase visibility and measurement of the 
logistics system to implement lean logistics.
Empirical Costs
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Approximately $1,000,000 in costs were incurred to acquire 
and implement the following lean logistics MIS tools:
1) RIPDAT. This tool provides visibility into the timing of 
all segments of the logistics system under lean logistics,
2) Automated Induction System (AIS). This MIS tool monitors 
and computes the central inventory levels based on numbers of 
backorders and components in transit.
3) Smart Shop. This tool is used for the shop floor 
tracking of components being repaired, including items awaiting 
material and parts. This MIS tool was developed in-house. The 
costs are associated with hardware expenses only.
4) Make-It. This tool, used exclusively at WR-ALC, tracks 
the shop floor in-house manufacturing of parts for the repair of 
components.
5) Cost & Production Performance Model (CPPM). This tool, 
also used exclusively at WR-ALC, provides repair and 
manufacturing management with instantaneous financial
information--most importantly, the manpower and material costs. 
Added Costs of Express Distribution
There is an added cost of utilizing express distribution 
rather than the traditional (60 day) distribution. As noted in 
the theoretical costs, only the added costs are analyzed since 
the original distribution costs are incurred under both the 
traditional distribution process and under lean logistics.
However, these costs proved to be very significant at $4,000,000 




An interesting paradox occurs when lean logistics is 
implemented for existing inventories. Theoretically, inventory 
costs should go down since lean logistics reduces inventories.
The paradox is that costs will not go down based on an 
opportunity cost of not discarding existing inventories already 
on hand. The Air Force does not want to discard existing 
aircraft components that may be needed for emergencies. Portions 
of the inventories must be considered as a cost since they are 
technically unnecessary under lean logistics.
Furthermore, these inventory costs are based on a study by 
Altizer, who attributed inventory costs to storage, service and 
risk costs. On an annual basis, storage costs are two percent of 
the component's price, service costs are three percent, and the 
risk cost is five percent (Altizer, 1995:29). Thus, to store a 
$10,000 aircraft rudder for one year costs $1,000:
$10,000* (2% storage + 3% service + 5% risk)
= $10,000*10% = $1,000 
Therefore, inventory costs are included for all inventory over 
and above the established central inventory. Altizer also 
discusses that these costs can be much higher; thus, this cost 
will be analyzed in the sensitivity analyses in the next section. 
Lean Logistics Staff Costs
A share of $100,000 from the total cost of the HQ Air Force, HQ 
AFMC and WR-ALC lean logistics staffs is given to the structural 
repair effort. This is the opportunity cost of not using these 
individuals on another effort.
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Training and Process Improvement Costs
To implement process improvement and self-management teams, 
the eight hundred employees in the structural repair branch were 
trained one day each in 1995. The cost, due to productivity lost 
to train the employees, equated to approximately $900,000.
Empirical Benefits 
There are two empirical benefits in imp1ementing lean 
logistics in the structural repair branch at WR-ALC: manpower and 
material.
Manpower and Material
Manpower and material benefits/savings are based on RAND 
theory and AFMC lean logistics team. They estimate a ten percent 
savings in the first three years of imp1ementing lean logistics 
and a five percent per year savings each year thereafter. This 
analysis modifies the projections based on actual data collected 
earlier this year from a test in another WR-ALC depot subsystem 
(the radar navigation avionics branch), which matched the AFMC 
objectives for material benefits but did not realize any manpower 
benefits. Accordingly, this analysis on the structural repair 
branch projects the ten percent material savings in each of the 
first three years and five percent per year thereafter. However, 
due to lower than expected manpower benefits from the test, this 
analysis calculates no benefit in the first year, one percent in 
the second, two percent in the third and five percent each year 
thereafter.
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The Depot Business Process
All depot maintenance and repair costs at WR-ALC, 
specifically manpower and material costs, are managed by a 
process called the Depot Maintenance Business Area (DMBA), which 
this analysis will term the "depot business process" (WR-ALC/FM, 
1995). The depot business process begins with Congress' granting 
or "appropriating" funds to the depot's customers, the war 
fighting "commands." For example, the Air Combat Command is a 
command that operates fighter and bomber aircraft, and the Air 
Mobility Command operates the cargo type aircraft. These 
customers utilize depot funds from Congress and establish their 
own budget for repairing and overhauling aircraft at the depots. 
These budgets in turn are divided among the five depot-based 
mission needs and priorities according to the amount of depot 
maintenance and repair work required for the year.
In order for the depot to carry out the repairs for their 
budget share of the business process, the depot ensures there are 
funds and manpower to cover the repair work performed in each 
repair branch/shop. Likewise, each repair shop calculates a 
certain dollar per hour, or "business" rate, to cover its costs. 
The shop's business rates are calculated as follows:
Manpower costs are calculated in hours called "scheduled 
hours" or SH's. However, because there are other hours involved 
(for supervision, training, equipment repair, and vacation time)
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added in, the "actual hours" or AH's expended on a specific 
repair project are normally higher than the scheduled hours.
Furthermore, an item being repaired may travel through two 
or three different shops (sheet metal repair, composite material 
repair, and painting, for example); thus, direct and indirect 
hours are tracked by the business process for multiple shops.
Depot overhead business costs are calculated next. The 
SH's and AH's involve, direct hours charge to the item being 
repaired. However, to account for vacation and sick leave, 
indirect hours are included and charged to overhead. Overhead 
also includes staff and management that oversee and direct the 
repair process.
Finally, there is one less conspicuous cost invo1ved--the 
General and Administrative costs that are basically a tax levied 
by the depot itself to cover the overall costs of the depot 
(energy, facility, roads, etc.).
Thus, once an item is repaired, the business rates for the 
individual shops are charged against the item depending on how 
many hours it spends in the shops.
Table 4 lists the manpower and material costs for four 
repair shops in the structural repair branch based on projected 
business from the customer command exemplified above. The 
manpower cost is thus a conglomeration of costs described above, 
with material costs being a direct budget estimate of material to 




The first key to cost-benefit analysis is accounting for the 
time value of money. Money is worth more today than it is in the 
future due to interest that can be earned on today's money 
(called the present value of money). All costs and benefits, 
both now and in the future, must be recalculated in terms of 
present values. Until this is done, one cannot accurately 
compare present costs and benefits with those in the future 
(Anderson, 1977:77).
Another way to look at this issue is that most people value 
present spending and consumption more than that of the future. 
Often there is an opportunity cost of having to wait until the 
future, so we are willing to pay a premium to have future funds 
now. This premium is the interest rate or discount rate. The 
discount rate will vary, of course, due to varying economic 
conditions (Sage, 1983:276).
At the market interest rate, the interest earned after one 
year on a current or "present" sum of money (designated "P") is 
calculated by multiplying the interest rate times P, or iP. The 
total amount of money on hand after one year, or "future" value 
(FV), is calculated as P (1 + i). If the money is invested for 
another year, the FV = P(l+i)(l+i) or P(l+i)2. Thus, after any 
given number of years (n), the future value becomes FV=P(l+i)n. 
Therefore the present value of the future money can be 
calculated: P=FV/(l+i)n.
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Using the present value principle, the present value of all 
future benefits is calculated as follows:
PVB = B0 + B 1/ (1+r)1 + B2/(1+r)2 + B3/(l+r)3 + ...
Similarly, the present value of all future costs is calculated as 
follows:
PVC = C0 + C J (1+r)1 + C2/(1+r)2 + C3/(1+r)3 + ...
The Social Discount Rate 
The social discount rate for public projects is usually 
based on what it can generate for the private sector because 
these resources would otherwise be used in the private sector on 
corporate investments, consumption or savings. To specifically 
calculate the discount rate, a weighting factor is given to each 
of the three areas. An example would be: 0.5 for corporate 
investment, 0.4 for consumption and 0.1 for savings. These 
weighting factors represent the approximate percentage of where 
the tax revenue comes from or where it would have gone otherwise. 
The factors are then multiplied by expected return on investments 
for each of the areas: fifteen percent for corporate investment, 
five percent for consumption and savings, for example. These are 
then summed up to give a nominal discount rate (discount rate 
before inflation) (Renas, 1994).
In the example, the discount rate becomes: 
r = (0.5 x 15%) + (0.4 x 5%) + (0.1 x 4%) = 10%
The real discount rate is calculated by subtracting the inflation 
rate from the nominal discount rate.
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For the analysis of an Air Force project, social discount 
rates will not be calculated. Rather, official Air Force 
discount rates are used. These rates are precalculated for 
economic analyses pertaining to Air Force projects and were 
obtained from the AFMC office in charge of economic analyses.
AFMC included both nominal and real discount rates. Real 
discount rates are used when costs and benefits are expressed in 
real (inflation-adjusted) terms.
Net Present Value 
This analysis utilizes the Net Present Value Method, which
in simplified form is equal to the present value benefits minus
the present value costs: PVg - PVC> a negative outcome
indicates the costs exceed the benefits and that the project
under consideration should be rejected (Renas, 1994).
Another potential approach is the Internal Rate of Return
(IRR) method wherein the equations for PVB and PVC are set equal
to one another and solved for the appropriate discount rate. If
the rate is greater than the social discount rate, the project is
accepted; if it is less than the social discount rate, the
project is rejected. The NPV rather than the IRR method is used
in this analysis.
Sensitivity Analysis 
As recommended in the Appendix B Air Fo ce memorandum on 
economic analysis discount rates, the sensitivity analysis is
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accomplished by varying the discount rate plus and minus twenty- 
five percent.
Spreadsheet Analysis 
The empirical data collection efforts and cost-benefit 
analysis methodology are combined and summarized with a tabulated 
spreadsheet analysis. First, the empirical benefit categories 
are listed. Next, benefits that occur in each of the fifteen 
years covered by the analysis are listed in their respective 
category. Benefits are then totaled by year and present values 
calculated. This process is repeated for the empirical costs.
Finally, the spreadsheet analysis is culminates in the 
subtraction, per year, of the present value costs from the 
present value benefits to provide net present values per year. 
These net present values are summed and a grand total net present 
value for the cost-benefit analysis shown.
The sensitivity analysis necessitates a series of 
spreadsheets and associated grand total net present values. The 
following chapter presents the results in spreadsheet analysis 
format and further describes the sensitivity analysis.
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IV. COST-BENEFIT ANALYSIS EMPIRICAL RESULTS 
Introduction
This chapter presents the results of the cost-benefit 
analysis using the methodology described in Chapter III. The 
methodology is applied to the following empirical costs and 
benefits that were discussed in Chapter III:
Empirical Costs: (1) Equipment Costs, (2) Management
Information Systems (MIS) Costs, (3) Training Costs, (4)
Backorder Repair Costs, (5) Inventory Costs, and (6) Distribution 
Costs. Empirical Benefits: Projected Manpower and Material
Savings.
While collecting the data on empirical costs and benefits, 
many of the aircraft components being prepared for lean logistics 
were not yet identified in the new management information systems 
being installed. Some components had incomplete data while 
others, not scheduled for lean logistics for six more months, had 
no data at all.
Although only ten percent of the total data for the year was 
obtained, the data was reliable, was being used by lean logistics 
managers, and was significantly representative of the remaining 
ninety percent of incomplete or missing data. Lean logistics 
managers projected fifty percent of the data available in two 
months, seventy-five percent available in six months, and the 
remaining available in six months.
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Empirical Cost Results 
Chapter III discussed the initial one-time costs for 
equipment and management information systems. Table 1 lists the 
costs of backorders that are not funded and must be accomplished 
to attain needed CSI levels.
Table 2 lists the recurring inventory costs based on CSI 
calculations by the repair branch, and the ten percent storage 
factor cost. Table 3 lists the recurring additional distribution 
costs based on express distribution from the depot to its 
customer at one of five modeled locations or bases. These costs 
were derived from data representing thirteen percent of the 
structural repair workload that translates to an approximate 
distribution cost of $4,000,000 for the year.
Empirical Benefit Results 
Table 4 lists the expected yearly costs for material and 
associated man hours. As discussed in Chapter III, manpower 
savings are projected to be one percent in the second year, two 
percent in the third, fourth, and fifth years, and five percent 
in each of the remaining years. Material savings are realized 
sooner with a ten percent savings in the first, second, and third 
years, and five percent in each of the remaining years.
Cost-Benefit Analysis Results 
Tables 5, 6 & 7 present the final results of the cost- 
benefit analysis. As directed by Air Force policy (see Appendix
2), a sensitivity analysis was conducted varying the discount
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rate plus and minus twenty-five percent of the 4.8 percent real 
discount rate--that is, plus and minus 1.2 percent. The cost- 
benefit analysis indicates that costs exceed benefits by a 
significant margin for each of the three real discount rate 
calculations.
Thus, the results of the cost-benefit analysis unequivocally 
state that the economic costs exceed the benefits of implementing 
lean logistics to the structural repair branch at WR-ALC. The 
costs consist of equipment and management information systems 
(MIS) costs to implement lean logistics, workforce training 
costs, inventory costs, costs that must be funded to complete on­
going repair backorders, and distribution costs. The results are 
primarily attributable to the distribution costs associated with 
express distribution of the extremely heavy and bulky aircraft 
structural components. Costs for special manufacturing equipment 
and costs for unfunded back order repairs also had a significant 
impact in this analysis.
The benefits consisted of projected manpower and material 
savings as identified by the headquarters AFMC lean logistics 
team and modified herein based on recent lean logistics 
demonstrations. Because costs exceed benefits, WR-ALC will 
incur an opportunity cost of at least $35,000,000 to implement 
lean logistics in the structural repair branch. These results are 
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Composite Repair 13,200 $ 22,980.00
28,068 $ 33,359.00
18,207 $ 34,866.00






Propeller Repair 13,556 $ 58,795.00
16,708 $ 7,047,207.00
2, 932 $ 39,928.00
24,632 $ 1,080,067.00
14,357 $ 38,894.00
Sheet Metal Repair 18,627 $ 34,071.00





Wing Repair 162,506 $ 2,341,232.00
92,961 $ 2,636,450.00
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V. DISCUSSION, CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Introduction
This chapter discusses the conclusions gained from the cost- 
benefit analysis. The results are discussed from both an economic 
cost-benefit analysis perspective and from a management 
perspective. Additionally, recommendations for policy 
implementation and further research are presented.
Discussion and Interpretation of Results
Cost-Benefit Analysis Perspective
The results presented in Chapter IV can be interpreted to 
mean that lean logistics should not be implemented in the WR-ALC 
structural repair branch. However, these results are not an end 
in themselves but rather a baseline to conduct further cost- 
benefit analyses and to re-examine how lean logistics can be 
implemented including intangible costs and benefits. The results 
also can lead to further research outside the scope of a cost- 
benefit analysis. Such research should include overall impacts to 
the war fighting commands as envisioned by the original RAND 
Corporation studies.
The results of this cost-benefit analysis highlight the
obvious difference between logistics subsystems at WR-ALC.
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Initial lean logistics studies and demonstrations were based on 
the electronics and avionics logistics subsystem that is 
characteristically much different from the repair of aircraft 
structural components. At the depot itself, the repair of 
electronic aircraft components can be much more difficult due to 
the problems of identifying failures and repairing them 
correctly. However, once repaired, their inventory and 
distribution processes and costs are not as difficult to manage, 
and the associated costs are not as great, mainly due to the size 
of the associated components. On the other hand, management of 
some classified electronic components can also carry increased 
management and distribution costs.
Size, inventory and distribution became the challenge to the 
logistics support of aircraft structural components. As 
discovered during the data collection phase of this analysis, the 
cost alone of many of the structural components has prohibited 
the accumulation of large inventories of spares--even enough to 
meet calculated CSI levels. This does exclude whole retired 
aircraft stored at Davis-Monthan AFB in Arizona whose components 
can augment depot inventories with significant cost involvement.
With many of the structural components exceeding one-half 
ton and some exceeding one ton, the distribution and 
transportation costs become exorbitant in order to meet the 
established timeline goals of lean logistics (that is, two-day 
distribution in the US, three days overseas).
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Management Perspective 
From a management perspective, it would be shortsighted to 
ignore the intangible benefits to the customer in the war 
fighting commands and even unmeasurable benefits to WR-ALC as 
drawn from RAND studies and Womack, Jones and Roos in the Machine 
that Changed the World.
The overriding goal that must not be forgotten is improved 
logistics support to the war fighting customer which was not 
measured in this analysis. The existence of unfilled backorders 
is one obvious indication that customer needs are not fully met; 
therefore, the costs of augmenting inventories (fully meeting CSI 
levels) could perhaps justify the over $35,000,000 opportunity 
cost indicated in this analysis. This lends itself to the 
accomplishment of the primary goal of lean logistics--issue 
effectiveness, or "on-time" availability of serviceable 
components in the CSI to immediately meet the customer's need.
On the other hand, the exorbitant distribution cost requires 
further analysis and discussion with the customer so that a more 
beneficial solution may be reached that still meets the 
customer 1s needs.
Focusing back on WR-ALC and the structural repair depot 
logistics subsystem as this thesis has addressed earlier, the 
related intangible benefits experienced by the auto industry 
cannot be overlooked by management either. Most of these 
benefits have neither been measured nor analyzed in this thesis 
but are still very significant - the exception being some macro 
just-in-time results.
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For instance, a transition from the inefficiencies of mass 
production to the "creative efficiencies" of lean production and 
lean logistics is needed not only to bring good ideas and process 
improvement to the forefront, but also to point out where the 
depot logistics process is dependent on them, Recall that the 
lean production system operates under an umbrella of creative 
tension due to the just-in-time delivery of parts and the 
emphasis of immediate resolution of production problems and poor 
quality. This reliance on worker input causes the repair line 
mechanic to truly feel part of a team--not only his team but the 
WR-ALC team as a whole. This intangible benefit, witnessed by 
Womack, Jones and Roos at lean auto plants, was vital to the 
plant's success and survival.
Policy and Future Research Recommendations
Policy
The depots are facing a crisis just as Ford Motor Co. faced 
in the early 1980's: make the transition to lean production or 
fall victim to more efficient competition. One may question this 
statement in terms of the basic private and public sector 
differences. However, private industry will soon be in a 
position to compete with the public sector due to recent 
deve1opments as a result of the Base Realignment and Closure 
Commission (BRAC). Two depots that the BRAC slated for closure 
are now under direction to "privatize in place" by the President.
The other three depots, including WR-ALC, must adopt lean
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concepts and lean logistics to increase efficiency and 
responsiveness to the customer fighting the wars while the 
private sector does likewise in a competitive manner.
Undoubtedly, WR-ALC would much rather lighten its belt to 
overcome the $35,000,000 opportunity costs of lean logistics then 
experience the consequence of closure or privatization.
Future Research 
This cost-benefit analysis may become a useful tool to show 
that further research is needed. In addition, results of the 
implementation of lean logistics must be fully analyzed. What 
holds true for small electronic components may not hold true for 
other aircraft components and processes. Perhaps logistics 
subsystems that show significant benefits should implement lean 
logistics first, while others are studied further.
Within days of completing this cost-benefit analysis, data 
became available from Air Force bases indicating that despite the 
creation of extremely responsive CSIs (over ninety percent issue 
effectiveness), base supply unit backorders are increasing and 
undermining some lean logistics tenants, namely CSI levels. 
Management is rethinking CSI base levels to compensate.
Some research on the impact of lean logistics on mission 
capability and readiness rates has been accomplished, but more is 
needed. Again readiness benefits were not included in this 
analysis. A cost-benefit analysis that includes readiness rates 
benefits may prove to alleviate the opportunity cost.
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Lean logistics must not be managed alone at the macro level; 
studies comparing lean logistics implementation across systems 
and components are needed. In light of the results of this cost- 




WR-ALC COMPONENT/COMMODITY REPAIR LEAN LOGISTICS PLAN
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o m A i - n c  c o i / n v i O B i T Y  r e f  a i r
Lem Logistics Implementation Plan
L PURP'OSE
Tks plan establishes articcs, goals, and tw o R a; associated with the Implementation of Lean Logistics 
(LL) in the area of organic commodity repan where URm-LLC is the repair source. This template is operating under 
the fclkwwg assumption. Cue sessfui lean logirtw; ivnAemeoUhwis are dependent upon full funding of customer 
requirements In this context, a customer requirement is defined as the generation of a reparable asset and the request 
for ie]piaceiiiem -fa requisition, and a ouculadcu that hcAte: .an mdnchou is reeled o; msnvmw de CCI learn!.
2. OBWCWVES
Uses Leans LogTsaes tenets to Im pure ^mapsns sysierus suyRA, and suUeRewhq esq;and these 
processes throughout hose and Air Logistics Tenter (ALA) activities. dm additional objective is to improve logistics 
support across all bur Fcree '-nap; n ;qsterns.
The tenets of LL are:
a, User-In-Cocum 5 — Pvowde the user unU the pun TTh-srs and vAec it Is needed Row the I UJAOMs a
larger role in deciding resource distribution and allocation of serviceable assets.
R Consolidated Serviceable Inventory (CSI). U owase the ^vaRhikty oA sernccable meets by
consolidating them at the location that is deemed most apmuuiace/feasiMe.
m CuAoiner (Demand) Driven ReyUn Items up! fa Inducted into repair based on actual customer 
consumption rather than quarterly forecasting,.
d. Innovations in Contracting. Make cs Uracii ms ie re:.}: s-wo- to actual customer demands.
t- TigMened Repair and M anufacture^ Prucesses. Implement process hrrprov^mmfs to shorter! the
total base processing, pipeline transit, and depot repair times. Acquire systems to efhcmntly "rack and measure these 
processes.
1 Customer Driven Supply, Immediate shipment of assets from the. CGI to fill customer requirem ents
Establish a method where levels are replenished soon after consumption occurs.
g* Fast Transportation Everywhere. Use express transportation to move serviceable and reparable items 
to and from source of repair ~ slash pipeline times and inventory.
3. ru F iw iic w s
a, AWP Time; Elapsed time a reparable asset spends awaiting parts delivery while m the rep am .cycle
(1) “F” Condition: If the requisitioned parts have an estimated delivery date (FDD) of 90 days or 
less the LRU/ FPIRwlI 1; n coded as ADO? F by she scheduler and remain m the shop or LUO controlled A rD  storage 
area. Items with an EDR that .exceed 90 days may remain AAR F as determined locally
(2} ''’EL Condition If the requisitioned parte have cn ED I5- that exceed OO? days end b n 
determined locally that the LFAJ/SRU should be coded AW? cl it will be iormd Into DLA warehouse storage.
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U Jh'vce Lerek Authorized seitoceaMe stook for storage and mnnediate use at the taae level a a irdkieiicesii 
by the base daily rate, base repair cycle time, percentage ofbase repair, and 'Order and Cleip tirrie (re&dT)-
c. Base Shipment Processing time: Elapsed tune from Not Reparable This Station (NRTS) turn-in to 
supply until sliipment processing off base with express carrier.
ci Carcass constrained; Carcass constrained is a term used to identify assets where the number of 
reparable assets on hand is less than the number required to fill any shortfalls in the CSI level.
e. Consolidated Reparable Inventory (€RI)r Unserviceable inventory located at the source of repair. 
These NSNs are not carcass constrained and gather in the CPU to prevent unnecessary repair. The CM protects the 
customer from variability or delays in the retrograde pipeline, delays in procurement lead time, or variability in 
procurement lead times. The CRI also provides surge capability to the depot. These assets are not counted as Work 
in Progress fVIJ3) assets.
f. Consolidated Serviceable Inventory (CSI); All the serviceable assets in the depot segment of the 
pipeline available for shipment to fill customer requirements.
£ Consolidated Serviceable Inventory (CSI) Level: Serviceable stock authorized for storage at the CSI 
site to fill customer requirements. Used to compensate for the variability in customer demand and repair processes.
h. CSI Issue Effectiveness: The percentage of time the CSI can immediately fill a customer requirement 
divided by the total number of customer requests.
c CSI to Shipping Time: Elapsed tune to process item from CSI warehouse storage to express earner.
j* CSI Response Time: ■ Elapsed time to from receipt of requisition at depot to the shipment from the CSI. 
This is a subset of O&ST.
It T ep ■] t Pvrcessing and Depicting Time: Elapsed time from receipt processing until transfer to a repair
shop.
1: Express TaMe: A fils in the COM, Stock Conawt and DisvAuticn System AC AD) that identifie: hems 
to be issued i m m e d i a t e l y  to maintenance upon, receipt in Central Receiving. This file is updated as necessary.
m. In Place Readiness Spares Package (MSP): Spares intended for use at bases to support in-place
contingency operations. (Replaces BLSS)
n, Mobility Readiness Spares Packages (MRSP)t Mi air transportable package of spares required to 
sustain planned wartime or contingency operations of a weapon or support system. (Replaces WRSK)
o. Order and Ship Time (O&ST): The O&ST is the actual number of days between initiation of a 
customer requisition and base receipt of an asset to fill that requisition.
p. Packing to CSI time: Elapsed time from rep sir shop turimm of ser/ioekoie to DLA until asset is in
warehouse in CSI
€j„ Packing to Shipping time: Elapsed time from repair shop tum-in of serfs sable to DLA for shipment 
to customer until asset is actually shipped.
sc Frnojeot Dvdm Air fit off assigned ccsie used to resist in identifying red tracking special cr specified 
projects. In the LL ensorommenfi the project code ensures express transportation. The fbllov/ing project codes are 
tied to express shipments: v  - ~  LL; fed -  2LId; 112 ~  UUP; 111 -U U C P; any yrsyect code -Mb a 9 -  fomt 
use (Ex: 9BU for Desert Shield/Storm).
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c, Reparable Item Movement Control Systems (RIMCS) Code: A code that directs the disposition of 
unserviceable material to repair or storage,
t  Reparable Transportation time: Elapsed time from NRTS turn-in to receipt of reparable at the depot.
w Required Delivery Data (RDD): Identifies the method and authorized priority for transportation of
assets between bases and the ALCs
w. Serviceable Sfcvrt: Risen the n u m b e r of sericeafcle assets rzfrabde for slsipment to the customer is
insufficient to meet the current demand,
z, ShwrizeaMe Transportation Time: Elapsed time from shipment of serviceable from depot until asset Is 
received at base level.
7 Shop Repair Time: For depot, the time elapsed from receipt of a reparable at the depot repair shop 
until the item is turned in as a serviceable asset.
z. Smart Shop: Ac autswrted date base used to trade hems trough the depot repair process. This data 
base captures flow7 times and costs associated with the repair process
aa. Transaction Communication Tima; Flips ed trine for a requirement transaction to pass from the
Standard Base Supply System (SBSS) to the wholesale D035 system.
4. CO'HCEPT OF Q'PEFlAIIOi'IS
T/hen a user requisiihems a Depot Level Fteparable (LLXs) LBsU/SFXT the item "foil be released from the CSI 
if available. As required, inventory management specialists (II/IS) will schedule repair or initiate buys to replenish the 
CSI level. As assets tesome assailable, they swll be used to fill an existing requirement or be placed in the CSI to 
replernsh the level. Alien assets are not available in the CSI and special distribution is required, IMS, in conjunction 
with the MAJCOMs, will detemme distribution. Express transportation will be used in all segments of the pipeline 
between base and depot. To achieve the cbjectrms stated in parag raph  2 the fefroving processes are used.
m Level LoterminatMim: The lean logistics support system consists of two types of levels: user levels and 
CSI levels User lewis are denved using daily demand rates, processing time, and pipeline times as outlined in ATM 
67-1, Vol II, Fart II, Chapter 19. The CEJ is not a level but a collection of unserviceable to induct from.
b. Reparable Asset Processing. Depot and base level actzrties involved in maintenance, supply and 
transportation functions must develop and document process improvements to ensure system responsiveness.
s., Trannsportation. Serzceatie/reparable assets, from depot to bases, will be shipped from the CSI using 
express transportation. Reparable assets, from base to depot, will be shipped to the source of repair by express 
transportation.
& Repot Repair. LL assets will be expedited into the depot shop, using either the express table or other 
induction tools when a hole exists m the CSI level Upon receipt of the reparable assets in the shop, they will be
scheduled for repair using established repair priorities. Turn-ins of the repaired assets will be expedited to existing 
requirements or the CSI. Assets condemned at the depot wall be replaced in the repair system by withdrawal of a 
reparable asset from the CRI if available.
e. Fleqiiireniesiits Determination. Quarterly budgeting will continue for the purposes of projecting work 
loading and budgeting. However, execution of the quarterly requirements will be based upon customer demand 
placed on the CSI Adjustments to quarterly requhwrnents wffl reflect the actual demands made against the CSI.
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The methodology of forseocmig requnnmems for LL mill be determinad by the G-C-ALC re-engineering team.
interim measures to be used until this effort has been formalized are as follows:
(!) if CSI is foil, no backorders exist, then project based on Daily Demand Rate (DDR).
(2) If CSI is full, backorders exist, then project based on DDR and backorders.
(3) If there i: a C3I deficit, no backorders exist, then project based on CSI deficiency and DDR.
(4) If there is a CSI deficit, backorders exist, then project based on CSI deficiency, backorders, and DDF..
Note: When using the above measures consider the following:
a* Excess serviceable assets above CSI level.
A How many days are left In current quarter.
o. Mow many quarters are left in current fiscal year,
d. Mow many are negotiated in current quarter, 
e Current unserviceable asset position/projected generations.
1L Requisition Processing. Every requisition represents an immediate requirement for fill action. User's 
will submit a requisition when the serviceable plus due-in from maintenance balance falls below the base lean stock 
level. The CSI will provide serviceable assets to satisfrr level requirements.
g Distribution of Serviceable Assets. Distribution of assets to the customer w i l l  be automatic in  the 
CUvD system using UIUUPC Ac required IIAC and MAJCOI ds will cs ordinate any special distribution decisions 
for carcass constrained, or serviceable shore items
li. Shop Implementation. The ultimate goal of LL is to implement LL processes in ah applicable shops at 
all depots. ITSNs in shop ’will be identified to FAIL-1 2 months prior to LL kaplsmeritation to allow loading in 
visibility tool. Each ALC mill move toward whole shop implementation. as quickQ as practical. Specific procedures 
for LL shop implementation can be found m Parag 6-10 below.
b Air Staff Notification. HQ U0AF/LG4 4-2 will be notified as items are added, either due to user
command requests or through whole shop implementation, for metrics gathering.
5. PVSPOUSIBILIIIES
a. HQ AFMC/LG-LL is responsible for:
(11 Sevang as the focal point for all Lean Logistics issues within ATI EC.
(2) Coordinating the addition of all NSNs to this program,
(3) Coordinating activities among the various ALCs to facilitate cross-flow of information and
ensure standardization of actions.
(4) Coordinating MAJCOI >i participation in teen logistics implementstion.
(5) Participating in analysis of overall implementation results.
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(6) Participating in the simulation and modeling of the lean logistics effort on the [WEAPON 
SYSTEM] system as requested by the Air Staff, MAICOMs, or ALCs.
b. HQ USAF/Synergy are responsible for:
(1) Collecting and analyzing metrics data for each respective ALC.
(2) Developing connectivity between oil systems irvsb/ed to facilitate visit ility and data collection.
for metrics.
c. AFLMA is responsible for participating in the simulation and modeling of the lean logistics effort 
on the [WEAPON SYSTEM] system, as requested by the Air Staff, MAJCOMs or ALCs.
d. [WEAPONSYSTEM] System Suppcrt Manager (CSIff) is responsible far:
(1) Working with HQ AFMC/LG-LL on identification and addition of [WEAPON SYSTEM]
unique LL items.
(2) Collecting [WEAPON EYE T3F0] specific metrics, identified in the metrics ennez far reporting 
to HQ AFMC/LG-LL. MomtO'ring the effects of implementation on [WEAPON SYSTEM] aircraft availability rates, 
identifying improvements and/or degradation rn support.
(3) Identifying GLR/Bit piece part driving NSNs for inclusion in this program.
(4) Identifying requirements, ordering patterns, and induction schedule to help develop CSI levels.
(5) Working with ALCs to establish system plan that complements lean logistics tenets.
e. WR-ALC/FIdL-1 is responsible for:
(1) Being the center focal point for LL issues.
(2) Facilitating the [WEAPONSYSTEM] LL implementation among the ALCs.
(3) Maintaining the WR-ALC LL Master Plan.
(4) Gathering measurement data and reporting metrics.
f. HQ ACC is responsible for:
(1) Identifying, in coordination with other MAJCOMs, additional candidates for this program.
(2) Representing involved MAJCOMs as requested on matters pertaining to this program.
(3) All actions in Section 5g below.
g. Participating MAJCOMs are responsible for:
(1) Previewing LL implementation plans and provide recommended approvals.
(2) Coordinating with participating users.
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(3) Assisting ALCs in validating backorders and idling 3k requmrmsnrs at the start of eanli
implementation.
(4) Providing Synergy and AFMC/LG-LL issue effectiveness and RSP fill rate metric data from, 
participating [WEAPON SYSTEM] bases.
(5) Assisting in the analysis of all metric data collected.
(6) Providing using activities procedures and processes required to implement and operate within 
the provisions of this plan.
(7) Participating in analysis of overall implementation results.
h. ALCs are responsible for:
(1) Identifying to FML-1 items to be added to this implementation.
(2) Analyzing additions to this plan.
(3) Providing shop flow times to FI-dL-1.
(4) Establishing and operating the CSI.
Note: Until automated ALC-POCs will manually determine and manage the 
CSI levels.
(5) Ensuring equipment specialists ani depot shops rewaw and update all Bills of Material (BOM) 
to ensure indenture files are correct. Provide updated BO'Ms to the center POCs for updating weapon system 
support plan data with DLA.
(6) Along with LLAJCOMs, waMamig and filling all existing requirements including Non Air Force 
user backorders whenever possible.
(7) Reviewing LL backorders to ensure proper coding (i.e. project code 879, or appropriate 
expedite project code), correcting discrepancies and identifying these problems to appropriate MAJCOM.
(8) Identifying and implementing depot process improvements goals and accomplishments and 
including the processes in the appropriate annex to this plan.
(9) Working with the appropriate IMS to schedule and induct assets into the repair shops to 
maintain sufficient serviceable assets to meet customer requirements.
(10) Considering non-Air Force user programmed requirements in determining the number of 
serviceable assets in the CSI.
(11) Establishing quarterly requirements for budgeting and workload planning purposes.
(12) Reducing the total processing time for the repair and turn-in of LL items.
i. Base/Using Activities are responsible for:
(1} Identifying and implementing process improvements at the base level to support the goals of




(2) Assisting MAJCOMs and ALCs in the wMariOii ci current requkemeiitc.
(3) Using express transportation for all LL items, regardless of condition (serviceable or
(4) Acsigxiing LL/2LM indicator A or B to the MMCS record as directed by appropriate
(5) Rapidly processing reparables from. NRTS turn-in to the express carrier.
(6). Following MAJCOM LL implementation and operation plan, 
j . DLA will be responsible for
(1) P wincing the total processing and handling time for movement of assets through receiving to 
repair shops and from shops to CS1 and/or shipment to customer requirements.
(2) Ensuring express earner transportation is used for ali project codes requiring expedite shipment 
(LL: 879, 2LM:858foCS codes). ‘
6. WHOLESALE n m E iX O rtY  YUEWGEIYElTI FROSEEYJWY 
a. Item Manager Procedures
(YWREYiEi H a TIC"! !}
(1.) Identify the IMS POC’s for the shop being implemented.
(2.) Submit request for an AIS user ID- f Prsrewioi. (H/fL-ri)
(3.) Identify all active MISTR NSN’s and substitutes (working with the production shop), 
o n  VAtdate all current backorders when deemed necessary.
(5.) Analyze CSI computed by AIS, which uses the following formulas:
a. If shop flow time is less than or equal to fifteen days: CSI = MDR divided by two.
b. If shop flow time is greater than fifteen but less than thirty; CSI = MDR.
c. If shop flow time is greater than thirty CSI =MBR X x (x=shop flow time divided by 30).
d. Using management knowledge, if a CSI is too high or low, file maintain a more realistic 
level in to AIS.
NOTE: CSI level should never be less than two.
(6.) File maintain RH LCC for priority 03 on all items.
(7.) Fie maintain FY2347 in RIMCS as the first overhaul site, (don’t do this for classified items)
CSI
(8,) Remove Manager Remem Codes (MRCS) on ail items, if possible.
(9.) File maintain preposition code “A” in D035A to allow automatic prepositions.
{O'FEFWTIGilAL}
(1.) I dcintor the induction quantity from AIS (along Mth the FM2 and scheduler ) Identify the 
high priority requirements (ICS, MICAF's, etc.) to the scheduler via telecom
(2.) Monitor tscioorders for vslid project code of 279 (LL) or 858 (2LM), and 777 RE®.
(3.) Monitor RIMCS to ensure Prl 03 remains intact on all items.
(4.) Troubleshoot when problems arise (working with the production shop).
E. Prediction Management Procedures
(EFPLEME1 ETATI'C IT
(L) Identify the PMS POC for the production shop being implemented.
(2.) Submit request for an IS user ID / Password. (FML-1)
(3.) Ensure that the initial shortfall quantity is funded (if enough reparables are available or 
expected to generate Mthin the quarter).
(OEEFVmiCCVX)
(1.) Monitor the AIS induction quantity along with IMS and the scheduler.
(2.) Ensure that the induction quantity is funded (if enough reparables are available or expected to 
generate v/ithin the quarter).
7. PRODUCIIOd T/FXPAW PROCEDURES 
(ElWLEFWi IIATICW)
a. Identify the production shop POC’s (e.g. shop foreman and shop scheduler).
b. Identify all active NSN’s and substitutes being repaired within the production shop This can be
obtained from EPS with an ENFORM data query.
c. Submit request for an AIS user ID / Password. (FPdL-1)
d. Shop Floor Tracking. Use Smart Shop.
e. Identify any SRU Buffer Stock requirement to support the (quick repair of LRU’s.
(1.) Submit requirement per 2LM buffer stock procedures, (see attachment)
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£ Identify any bit & piece bench stock additions or quantity adjustments.
(1.) Submit to LGS any bench stock updates.
g. Work any additional requirements submitted by the IM / PMS needed to fill outstanding backorders.
h. Review current RCC manning to ensure adequacy for projected IM / PMS requirements.
(1.) Resolve manning discrepancies with higher level management
i. Review support equipment needs necessary to meet anticipated IM / PMS r e q u i r e m e n t s .
(1.) Coordinate any support equipment needs with the appropriate planners.
j. Review the current PMEL calibration schedule for potential conflicts
(1.) Coordinate with PMEL personnel as necessary to adjust the PMEL schedule on assigned 
equipment.
(2.) Identify any alternate sources of support equipment to be used in the event PMEL calibration 
production inierrapticns.
k. Review the need for the use of cecand, third, or alternate shifts to ensure that adequate personnel are 
available without excessive use of overtime.
1. Collect baseline data for shop flowtime and AWP time. (SMARTSHOP)
m. Batch Processing. Batch Processing is a generic term that relates to transportation batching, transaction 
batching or process batching. Batching must be minimized or eliminated. Items must not be delayed in the repair 
process to facilitate batching.
n. Test Equipment Capability Parts supportabilky for test equipmenc will be reviewed for availability 
Once you have identified the parts required, you need to establish floating stock. By using floating stank you  should
be able to keep your test equipment on-line 95%. of the time. The regulations that cover floating stock are AFM 67- 
1, Vol III, Part 2, Chapter 6, Section 6, Para 22 and ART /ICR 66-53. Also at this time, you may require additional
test equipment to meet your LL requirements. You need to identify them and work with your Equipment Specialist 
to load on the Table of Allowance (TA).
o. Manpower/Multi-Skilling/Multi-Crafting. Each ALC has a multi-skilling plan. Each shop involved in LL 
should review the plan and maximize their efforts in this area.
(OPERATTOl I)
a In order to satisfy actual customer demands, maintenance must reduce the total repair and processing
time.
(1.) The repair induction begins when the AIS shews the CSI serviceable balance has fallen below7 
the established working level which, after giving consideration to other induction related elements, calculates that 
additional inductions are needed.
(2.) Once the requirement has been received by the scheduler, the scheduler orders in the assets 
using the 879 project code through the G402A Exchangeable Production System (EPS). This creates the DTI'/i, RA 
intransit local issue document to maintenance.
Note: Until the induction process ic aatosnctisd7 the DQ35K egress table will cszfy he haded 
when the assets are carcass constrained, pi ovided they case net l&S 'grouped, I&S gorged, carcass constioined
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USCCD  V p d  he io /P s d  W  G l  02:0/3 SO i / b -0 O'.Z CCCU CiC id /  D lF lE P  f j /  i:C3 2 b  020/000 COCdi (do  / 3 t
suhoiiiidod/tereke/ige) io successfully angler/ezted,, All odder inducdcns will be ntanvaily input hy the scheduler,
(3) The sissets ordered ire delivered from DLA to tli-3 nLaintemnee leosrhrig area. The serial
number of each asset will be written on the DD Form 1348-1A (for visibility tool traclsmg).
(4 .) LG2 initiates worlcbook/Work Control Document (WCD), AFMC Form 95b.
(5.) Asset are received into the shop and verified. Technician handscribes serial number on WCD. 
(6.) Scheduler documents re wipt ms inputs DTL/IsA through G4G2A. EFT (screen QR2004).
{?.; Technician repairs asset under MISTR.
(3.1 7 Tier#. end items are glased m 1-2W Condition? or O, project cede. 579 must be used. Tins 
veil allov/ tracking of LL A W  items in the legacy systems. After placing items in AT/P Condition (F or G), induct 
another asset, if enviable; cduenmse, load the LL end item cn she DOkLK repress table.
Note3 Yci: r/cy bcrce on asset beyond eco/c/?:cal repair nod yen will heme to cor do:// (nE ff 
r̂ndn.oud: fd dsn oec os you" r o d  cos'1 tret tw bd\d2 or PI/22 e/d lac a cn /sod  crtwr ice 5h? m/oioci code 'id/e IMS 
c/PMC will tell you if you coo to bring a? another asset to replace i/o cove you ooo iu/ni/g re
(9.) When an asset is repaired ("A" condition4'), the technician notifies the scheduler and the 
scheduler verifies work control dccurneiit and sells asset through G402A EPS (screen QR2003) using the 379 project 
code. Tide creates a D51A RT intisnsit to supply.
NOTEi Even if you home a chop floor tracking oyoiocn (Smart Shop) cioeo/idy in place to Pack 
these points you you, yon must still input is G4C2A EPS. This ensures the necessary inter faces to DO 35 and G004L.
(10'.) LGS expediter takes asset is  maintenance pick up and deivery point.
(11 ) Asset is picked-up from maintenance pick up and delivery point by DLA for packaging and
shipping / storage,
(12.) Depot le^el maintenance 3divides and their supporting DLA stcrage/trwispcitation activities 
will establish coordinated procedures to streaiTiline/accelerate the flow of reparable assets from the niaintenarice
receiving area to the applicable repair shop. Ftocesses w ill  be aeceieiated/sTreamhneol to ensure seroeeable assets are
expedited the CSI.
b. Prioritization of Repair
(1.) All assets identified for repair will be processed as "First In, First Out" (FIFO). If assets need 
to be prioritized due to parts supportability constraints, the sequence of repair listed below should be used;
(1.) ICS Coded Items
(2 .) MTCAPs









(a) Freight is in-checked at the DLA designated receiving facility.
(b) The Mian date, indicating actual date of receipt, is stamped on the container. This 
date is a DLA process measurement tool.
(o) P.eparable LL received at central re cowing will be expeditiously processed and routed 
to decentralized receiving in Bldg 641.
(d) DLA personnel will identify LL material by Project Code 879 in column 57-59 on DD 
1348, Issue/Release Document.
(e) IheLL material is inspected to confirm that the information on the accompanying DD 
1348 accurately matches the material’s TTCI T.
NOTE: Shorid Ac wmAml : owAb : ; c x x y s p c y  sw SF 364t
Report o f Disc: epaoey (ROD) is prepared. The riaieDa! is iheo separated sa?d the Rveoicry roaoagsroerd 
syeRoast fliES) av?aDT' Re AlEO DT soar s-iratcr 'wwwh Dr aiszsTii ~'r'> w as cchw's
(f) The receipt (DEBIT) document data is posted into the B035K. A material 
movement document is generated and inarched to the LL material. Materiel with a local issue document is expedited
to the maintenance repair facility. Any material with a EH I (ZCB) notice is immediately routed to its proper storage 
facility.
(2.) Outbound Freight
(a) Sernceable assets are returned to DLA on a D6 transaction.
(b) Receiving personnel inspect the material and prepares D6 for input into the D035K.
(c) Erf transaction data is input into D035KL A material movement (MM) document is 
generated and matched to the LL material.
(d) LL movement with a BIN notice is moved to local storage.
(e) Material with an express movement document, proper project code and RDD is
expedited to the depot’s transportation area for processing and shipment.
(g) Transportation personnel input pertinent data into the D035R. A chipping label (DD




Goals are determined from the pipeline segments only. This eliminates the possibility of conflicting goals. 
The diagram below reflects the LL pipeline segments. Goals are displayed below the diagram with their respective 
pipelines.
}
Pipeline Segment Goal nCars i
Base Shipment Processing time A - B 1
Fwperable Transportation Time E - C 2 COMUS / 3 OCONUS
Depot Processing and Repacking Time 0 - D
Shop Repair Time D - G
Packing to 'CSI Tune G -H
Packing to Shipping Time G-J
CSI to Shipping Time I-J
Serviceable Transportation Time I - K 2 CONUS / 3 OCONUS
CSI Response Time T2 - 1 1
Transaction Communication Time 1 1 -1 2
AWP Time E-F
Order and Ship Time (O&ST) 11 -K 3 CONIJS / 4 OCONUS
10. ViEIRIOS
Several metrics are used to- assess the progress of the [WEAPON SYSTEM] YL effort and identify 
processes for further improvement. These metrics are discussed below and identify the areas measured or the variable 
and computations.
A. Pipeline Metrics:
(1). AML Time. Elapsed time a reparable asset spends awaiting parts while in the repair cycle.
OPR: [SHOP]
(2). Base Shipment Processing Time. Elapsed time from Not Reparable This Station (MRTS) 
turn-in to supply until shipment processing off base with express carrier. OPR: FML-1; OCR: MAJCOMs
(3). CSI Shipping Time. Elapsed time to process item from CSI warehouse storage to express 
shipping. OPR: FML-1
(4). Depot Processing and Depacking Time. Elapsed time for a reparable asset from receipt at 
depot until transfer to repair shop. OPR: FML-1
(5). Order and Ship Time (G & ST). The O and ST is the expected number of days between 
initiation of a op. requisition and receipt of stock by the user. OPR: FML-1
(6). Packing to CSI Time. Elapsed time from repair shop tum-in of serviceable to DLA until asset 
is warehoused in CSI. OPR: FML-1
(7). Packing to Shipping Time. Elapsed time from repair shop tum-in of serfrcesfrle to DLA for 
shipment to customer until asset is actually shipped. OPR: FML-1
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(8). Reparable Transportation Time. Elapsed time from shipment processing of a reparable 
asset to an express earner until actual receipt of item at depot. OPR: FIviL-1
(9). CSI Response Time. Elapsed time from receipt of customer requirement at depot until the 
serviceable asset is received back at the base level supply. Subset of O&ST. OPR: FML-1
(10). Serviceable Transportation Time. Elapsed time from shipment of serviceable from depot 
until asset is received at base level. OPR: FML-1
(11). f  hop Repair Time, The time elapsed from receipt of a reparable at the depot repair shop 
until the item is offered to the DLA distribution function as a sewiceaMe asset. OPR: fd m o p /
(12). Transaction Communication Time. Elapsed time for a requirement transaction to pass 
system to system, from using activity supply system to depot DOB 5. OPR; FMP-1
b. Performance Metrics:
(1). 'ESI Issue RffcetEwuess, The percentage cf time the EDI can immediately fill a customer 
requirement divided by the total number of customer requests. OPR: F IR -1
(2). Throughput. The actual number of units inducted into the shop and outputs produced within 
a given time frame. OPR: [SHOP]
(3). Vel© uirp The actual flow days of units produced withm a gwen time frame. OPR: [SHOP]
(4).. Transportation Costs. Cost comparison will be made to determine changes in transportation 
costs for demonstrating items resulting from utiiLAicn of premium tmispociLatioii. OPR: TBD
(5). Shop Repair Costs. Shop repair costs will be tracked on demonstration items to determine 
any impact resulting from the LL demonstration. OPR: [SHOP]
ATTACHMENT i
ACTLOIAO/A
AFLMA Air Force Logistics Management Agency
ALC Air Logistics Center
BOM Bill of Material
e ra Consolidated PAparable Inventory
CSI Co nsolidated Serdceable Inventory
DLA Defense Logistics Agency
DLR Depot Level Repair
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DRIVE Distribution and Ren 3 IT hi Variable Environments
EPS Exchangeable Production System
FIFO First In, First Out
IMS Inventory Management Specialist
MSP In Place Readiness Spares Package
LL Lean Lc gisti cs
LRU Line Fteparable Unit
MRSP Mobility Readiness Spares Package
NMCS Not Mission Capable Supply
NRTS Not Reparable This Station
NSN National Stock 1 lumber
O&ST Order end Ship. Time
OWO On Work Order
PDM Programmed Depot Maintenance
PMS Production Management Specialist
RJDD Required Delivery Date
RIMCS Reparable Item Movement Control System
ROD Rep oil' of Discrepancy
RSP F.eadiness Spares Package
SB S S Standard B a se Supply System
SC&D Stock Control and Distribution
SOR Source of Eoepair
SOS Source of Supply
SPD System Pre-gram. Director
SRU Chop Replaceable Unit
T.O. Technical Order
2LM Two Level Maintenance
UMMIPS Unifomi Material Movement Issue Priority System
UP A Units Per Assembly
WIP Work In Progress
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ATIACEYTBi IT 2
LIST OF 1 TCI Is B -T [WEAPON SYSTEM] IMPLEME1ITATIOII 
((List Accurate as o f_____ ,1'??_}
NSN Master
Note: Asset position given for Master NSNs only 
NSN Sub A m strcF ftiL  Lim ited Rich Not L is l iL  SU F: otnotWR)
ATTNiCHIaJEI TT 3 
FCTiTTS OF CGI IT ACT
NAME JOB TITLE
Karen DeGrange Chief, WR LL Office
"Gapi 'Craig Octransler Program i Lanager, LL 
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E/Os + CCI LEVEL - CCI O/H OY/O W TIRANSIIC = INDUCT QTY 
ATS
* Are assets available or expected to generate this quarter to satisfy this 








"PMC: Compare the induction quantity to the amount funded for the quarter. If the- 
induction quantity is greater and the assets will be available, initiate an AFLC 304 
to cover this quantity.________________________________________________
Lean Logistics Report of 
Discrepancy
M S N ::
if. E "? r t i f i
Name/ 0 f f i ce S ymb o 1 :
Phone # E-Mail Address;
Problem Identified:
(what i n d i c a t e d  t h e  o r i g i n a l  p ro b le m  w h a t  r e s e a r c h  was a c c o m p l i s h e d )
ID # ;LL-95-
F M L - i  A C T I O N S  T A E E H
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APPENDIX B 





1020 Air Force Pentagon 
Washington, D.C. 20330-1020
SUBJECT: Discount Rates for Economic Analysts (EA) - ACTION MEMORANDUM
Effective immediately the discount rates for EAs are at Atch 1.
These rates supersede the rates in the 4 March 1988 edition of AFR 173-15 
(paragraphs 2-5b. and 4-4b.). In other words, Air Force EAs will no longer 
use the 10% rate for constant dollar analysis and the weekly Federal Reserve 
rate for inflated dollar, lease analysis. In the future we will revise 
discount rates for EAs on the Financial Management Analysis Bulletin Board 
annually in March, based on the economic assumptions in the President's 
Budget. Mid-year discount factors are still recommended. At Atch 2 is 
an example of discount factors calculated using the 30-year rate, both on 
a nominal and real basis. Atch 2 also contains the formula for discount 
factors. Conduct sensitivity analysis for EAs by varying the discount 
rate plus and minus 25 percent. It is not necessary to revise any EAs 
which have already been completed.
A related change is that leases are not necessarily analyzed in 
nominal (inflated) dollars. As in the past, most EAs should be done in 
constant dollars. If lease costs are expressed from cost or price sources 
in constant dollars, then such EAs of leases should also be done in constant 
dollars. When sources state costs in inflated dollars (for leases or any 
other type of analysis), the EA may be done in inflated dollars. It is
important to use the discount rate for constant or current dollars, as
appropriate. Also, it is no longer necessary to add one eighth of one 
percentage point to the discount rate for lease analysis (supersedes 
AFR 173-15. paragraph 4-4b.(2».
Please contact Mr. Lin Arison or Lt Col Clay Chun, SAF/FMCEE,
DSN 223-9346/8 if you have any questions.
[Signed]
Walter J. Hosey, GM-15 







The discount rates for economic analysis are listed below: These rates are 
from the economic assumptions of the President's Budget, and are updated 
annually around February.
Real Discount Rates. These rates are for use in constant dollar analysis. 
Analysis of programs with terms different from those listed may use linear 
interpolation. Programs with durations longer than 30 years may use the 
30-year rate.
Real Interest Rates on Treasury Notes and Bonds 






Nominal Discount Rates. These rates are for use In analyses using inflated 
dollars. Analysis of programs with terms different from those listed may 
use linear interpolation. Programs with durations longer than 30 years 
may use the 30-year rate.
Nominal Interest Rates on Treasury Notes and Bonds 





























































NOTE: DISCOUNT FACTORS ARE MID-YEAR, BASED ON THE FORMULA:
(l/({l+R )A(N-.5))), WHERE R = THE DISCOUNT RATE AND N = PERIOD.
THE RATE USED FOR THE REAL DISCOUNT FACTORS IS 4.9: FOR THE 
NOMINAL
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